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Abstract: We report an accurate scattering loss 3D modeling technique of sidewall roughness
of optical SOI waveguides based on Fourier and Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) analysis
methods. The Fourier analysis method is based on the image recovery technique used in magnetic
resonant imaging. Losses for waveguides with isotropic and anisotropic roughness are calculated for
wavelengths ranging from 1550 nm to 3800 nm and compared with reported results in literature. Our
simulations show excellent agreement with published experimental results and provide an accurate
prediction of roughness-induced loss of 3D arbitrary shaped optical waveguides.
Index Terms: Roughness, Scattering loss, Optical Waveguide
1. Inroduction
Advances in optical waveguide technology allow the integration of optical devices for high perfor-
mance operations [1]. Semiconductor and dielectric optical waveguides are dominantly considered
as the basic building block of complex optical integrated circuits. As the size shrinks down toward
nanoscale, some physical waveguide parameters become significant and hence limit the range of
operation [2]. The TM mode leakage loss is an example which can be particularly important for
reduced dimensions and certain geometries [3]. One of the other major issues is the radiation loss
caused by the scattering of light due to sidewall roughness of the waveguide. Sidewall roughness
is a technological process dependent factor. The scattering loss of optical waveguide varies
with waveguide geometry, mode polarization state, and roughness parameters. For example, the
scattering is more considerable when the optical path is long and also for small and high index
contrast waveguides [4]. The effect of scattering on propagation loss in silicon waveguides can be
observed in the range from low absorption wavelength region in the near-IR (NIR) to the mid-IR
(MIR) wavelength area [5].
The induced loss due to sidewall roughness can be considerably reduced by optimizing the
fabrication process [6], [7]. Successful demonstrations show that silicon oxidation can be used
to reduce the surface roughness and losses of strip waveguides [6]. This will however change
the waveguide cross section dimensions which are not desirable in precisely designed structures.
Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) has been recently studied as an alternative [7]. The scattering
loss is considered as an unavoidable feature of nanoscale waveguides and has to be taken into
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account in the design of photonic elements.
Optical waveguide roughness has been theoretically studied since 1969 when Marcuse estab-
lished a complete but quite complex analytical expression applicable for 2D planar waveguides [8].
Payne and Lacey developed a simplified expression by excluding the unnecessary far field term
[9]. This expression is hence less complex and includes waveguide physical parameters. It is also
commonly accepted as an analytical description for 2D planar waveguides and widely referred in
the literature for comparison with experimental results [4], [10], [11]. There were also attempts
to extend Payne and Laceys model into 3D structures [12]. However many of these works have
been managed to exnted different analytical theories for certain situations and applications (i.e.
high or low contrast weaveguide and circular waveguides) [13], [14]
In this paper we report how scattering loss can be accurately estimated from randomly gen-
erated roughness on the sidewalls of 3D optical waveguides. The method to deduce roughness
is developed based on an inspiration from the fundamentals of Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) technique [15]. Depending on the fabrication process as well as anisotropic sidewall rough-
ness, isotropic sidewall roughness is also expected [16]. For a better comparison the model is
therefore designed to accurately implement both types of roughness, making this work distinct
from other 3D waveguide studies where the sidewall roughness is only anisotropic. The model
uses two main parameters, which characterize the roughness, the correlation length and the root
mean square (RMS) roughness, which is given by a standard deviation from the averaged flat
surface. A randomly generated k-space is virtually created in commercial software, Lumerical
script environment, which can also be independently executed in any scripting environment. The
k-space stores all phase and wavelength information of any surface. It is then filtered according
to the real roughness data extracted from AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) images, and the actual
surface is realized by applying the Fourier Transform (FT) on the filtered k-space. The generated
surface roughness is then implemented as sidewalls of the optical waveguide. With this technique,
anisotropic and isotropic sidewall roughness features can be accurately modeled based on surface
data extracted from AFM. We use 3D FDTD technique to estimate the induced loss due to the
sidewall roughness of the optical waveguide structure. The accuracy of the loss model is also
dependent on the mesh resolution in FDTD. Our final results are compared with other published
work.
Our later result shows that the model has a comparable accuracy to the commonly used
scattering loss estimation technique developed by Payne and Lacey [9]. The accuracy can be
however improved by using a cluster with more available memory space in order to provide
finer mesh settings. Unlike Payne and Laceys model that is originally developed for sidewalls
of 2D structures, our model can be used for 3D structures with sidewalls that have anisotropic,
isotropic and mixture of isotropic and anisotropic roughness. Our model can be also implemented
on arbitrary waveguide shapes such as cylindrical and triangular geometries and high or low
contrast waveguides, where Payne and Laceys model is not applicable. Roughness can be also
deduced on top surface of the waveguide if it is required. In addition the model can be widely used
in any commercial software using FDTD algorithm in order to estimate the effect of scattering loss
for various photonic devices and applications.
2. Generation of random roughness on rectangular optical waveguide
sidewalls
The method used to model roughness is based on Fourier analysis approach used in magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)technique [15], [17]. The roughness of a flat surface can be considered
as a two dimensional image where each point (pixel) has different random correlated intensities.
The correlation of these distributed random intensities in the image is defined by a suitable Auto
Correlation Function (ACF). The ACF explains how random variables are related statistically. The
ACF of a random roughness is characterised by correlation length, Lc, and mean square deviation,
2, from a flat surface without irregularities. The most commonly used ACFs for process dependant
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roughness are exponential and Gaussian [9]. AFM measurements of silicon optical waveguide
surface roughness have demonstrated that Gaussian ACF is a realistic model for the statistics of
surface roughness of a variety of waveguides [9]. The Gaussian ACF is expressed as:
R(u) =  2exp(  u
2
L2c
) (1)
Here the image is treated as a random two-dimensional signal. The Fourier spectrum of
this signal is generally represented in a different coordinate so called k-space. K-space is a 2D
Fourier transform of the original image in real space as illustrated in Figure 2. Each point in
k-space is a complex number where its frequency and phase values are obtained in horizontal
and vertical axis respectively. Hence, it contains all required frequency, phase and amplitude
information of the image in real space and typically has the same number of rows and columns
as the original image. Low frequency components (long wavelengths) are stored around and at
the middle and high frequencies components (short wavelengths) near the periphery region. Low
spatial frequencies produce only waves with long wavelength characteristics in the original image.
These waves only provide contrast information and give little data for the edges. On the other
hand high spatial frequencies eliminate many contrast information in the resultant image, since
contrast data is mainly formed by waves only with long wavelength characteristics.
Fig. 1. The real and K-space relation according to Fourier analysis; in the K-space we express the
magnitude, the wavelength and the phase of all signals that exist in the real image.
We preferably want to implement the roughness on the sidewalls of a rectangular waveguide.
The roughness is initially generated on a flat surface S that is later mapped onto the sidewalls.
In order to assign position to different points of the surface S, it has to be mapped in to the real
space. At this stage the surface is considered to be completely flat without having roughness.
This means the intensity of all points in the surface is initiated to be zero and hence we call
it unoccupied real space. In order to expresses our proposed surface S as an unoccupied real
space, the surface S is represented by an n by m matrix. The matrix represent surface S is named
as Sc. The entries of the matrix Sc expresses the position of the associated element in the surface
S while the values of the entries express the height level in the surface S. The roughness will be
generated above the surface by assigning correlated intensities to the elements of th matrix Sc.
The discrete real space is virtually created by defining two position matrixes X and Y that has
the same dimension as matrix Sc. This is shown in Figure 2. They respectively represent x and
y components of the position vector of each element (point) in the matrix Sc (surface). Hence any
element (intensity) in matrix Sc has an equivalent element in X and Y that specify its position in
x and y coordinate of the real space.
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Fig. 2. The creation of discrete real space that contains n⇥m elements. X and Y respectively store
the x and y coordinates of all elements in the surface Sc.
In this case:
x11 = x21 = . . . = xm1
...
x1n = x2n = . . . = xmn
(2)
since X only represent the x components of the position vector. For the same reason,
y11 = y12 = . . . = y1n
...
ym1 = ym2 = . . . = ymn
(3)
Once the real space is created the relevant k-space can be also formed. Considering Equations
4 and 5 , the required spatial wavevectors Kx and Ky of an unfilled k-space associated with a
Fourier transform of a function of the elements of X and Y is generated. The corresponding
k-space is shown in Figure 3a.
Kx =
2⇡
dx.n
xnm (4)
Ky =
2⇡
dx.n
ynm (5)
Here dx represents the spacing between the values of the input x, n and m denote the length of
x and y respectively. In addition, both x and y domain is extended from negative to positive values
and therefore the generated k-space includes both negative and positive frequencies and phases.
When the k-space is constructed, it is filled by uniform random numbers Figure( 3b. Each point
in k-space has now a random value, which expresses the amplitude of a trigonometric signal
at specific frequency and phase. These randomly generated data are stored in a new n by m
matrix that is called Z. The matrix Z is used to express the k-space of the matrix Sc. According
to Fourier theory the superposition of all of the signals stored in Z will form the final surface
Sc. This is where the ACF is used. Applying ACF to the matrix Z provides a low pass filter that
removes high frequency components in the k-space, such that the resultant image does not have
much of the edge information. This removes the edge details of previously generated uncorrelated
random heights. The filtered data is then stored in a matrix called Zfiltered. The resultant K-space,
is shown in Figure 3c. According to Equation 1 the Gaussian ACF is related to the correlation
length Lc, and mean square deviation  2. Here sigma   is defined as:
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  = Z(n,m) 
Pn
0
Pm
0 Z(n,m)
n⇥m (6)
A certain point at r position in k-space
q
Kx
2 +Ky
2can be correlated with a point at r +  
using Equation 7:
Zfiltered = Z(n,m)
2 ⇥ exp  (
q
Kx
2 +Ky
2/Lc)  = Z(n,m) 
Pn
0
Pm
0 Z(n,m)
n⇥m (7)
The resulting values in k-space that are shown in Figure 3c are then transformed back to real
space, as can be seen in Figure 3d;
Fig. 3. The generation steps of roughness: a) Unoccupied k-space, a coordinate showing all available
phase and wavelengths for the signals in real image b) k-space with randomly generated elements, to
include magnitude of each signal c) Filtered k-space to remove the edge information d) the resulting
roughness in real space.
Figure 3d shows the roughness in real space is completely random and characterised to retain
the isotropic behaviour. Two different randomly generated Sc surfaces can be imported on both
sidewalls of 3D planar waveguide for further studies on propagation loss characteristics of optical
waveguides. Isotropic sidewall roughness and loss analysis has been previously reported in [16].
Accurate AFM/SEM images show even on sidewalls with anisotropic roughness, there is still a
degree of isotropic roughness features. The difference is illustrated in Figure 4. Such a char-
acteristic is often ignored in scattering loss evaluations and mathematically reported roughness
models.
Fig. 4. Different type of roughnesses, a) Isotropic b) anisotropic, c) mixture of isotropic and anisotropic roughness
Isotropic roughness is simply achievable, once the roughness surface in real space is created.
In order to generate anisotropic roughness the following steps is performed. A one dimensional
random roughness profile is configured by accessing a random row of the matrix that expresses
surface Sc. When such a profile is repeated in y direction, a new matrix with identical row will be
formed. This newly constructed matrix, Sanisotropic is used to represent the completely anisotropic
surface.
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The integration of Sc and Sanisotropic anisotropic will form the optimal sidewall roughness model
that is anisotropic in y direction, but still has a level of isotropic behaviour. This procedure is
graphically explained in Equation 8.
x11 · · ·x1n
... · · · ...
xm1 · · ·xmn
+
x11 · · ·x1n
... · · · ...
x11 · · ·x1n
=
x11 + x11 · · ·x1n + x1n
... · · · ...
xm1 + x11 · · ·xmn + x1n
(8)
The mixture is formed by superimposing a random Sanisotropic matrix to a random Sc. The
matrixes Sanisotropic and Sc can have either different or identical roughness properties if it is
required. All three types of roughnesses from Figure 4 are fully attainable using the same
modelling technique. This makes our model reliable and applicable for roughness studies in
arbitrary waveguide devices. In addition the isotropic roughness can be applied on top surface of
the waveguide if required.
3. Fabrication and measurements
Ion bombardment in the dry etch process is considered to be one of the major origins of sidewall
roughness. This kind of roughness can be significantly reduced using a low gas pressure and a
low radio-frequency power [18], [19]. Pattern transfer during the etch prcocess is also considered
as one of the origins of sidewall roughness [19]. We fabricated silicon waveguide structres using
500 nm thick SOI and 2 µm thick BOX layer to realise 500 nm width waveguide. The other sample
contains a 220 nm width waveguide on top of the 3 µm BOX layer.
Atomic Force microscopic system with special high aspect ratio probe is used to generate
multiple AFM images of the optical waveguide. The tip length of the probe is 2 µm and tip radius
10 nm. Figure 5b shows a sample 3D view of the AFM image of the silicon optical waveguide
we have fabricated together with its SEM image. The two main roughness parameters, RMS and
correlation length is extracted from the edge of sidewalls in AFM image. The RMS is extracted
directly from the profile and the correlation length is found from the Autocorrelation function of the
profile and equals to the minimum length that makes the normalized autocorrelation minumim (⇡
zero). The SEM image of the fabricated waveguide is also shown in Figure 5a The reproducible
RMS of 5 nm and Lc of 45 nm were obtained from multiple samples.
Fig. 5. a) SEM image of the fabricated waveguide, b) 3D AFM view of the fabricated waveguide. The
waveguide has 500 nm height and 1000 nm width. The roughness parameters are extracted from the
sidewall of this waveguide.
The dimensions of the waveguides we fabricated are 1000 nm by 500 nm as shwon in Figure 5.
At this dimension, the waveguide can be single mode in the MIR. Once the roughness parameters
are extracted from the sidewall of the waveguide they can be implemented into the simulation
model to estimate the scattering loss.
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4. Simulations and Discussion
The sidewall roughness parameters of the waveguide are extracted from its AFM measurements
and imported to the roughness model in order to demonstrate the capability of this technique
to estimate total scattering loss. In addition to fabricated waveguide explained above, various
waveguides with obtainable roughness features can be also used for the same purpose as will
be explained later.
The roughness model has been successfully configured in FDTD Lumerical software package
and MATLAB environment. However, in order to run scattering loss simulations of the waveg-
uides, it is preferred to use FDTD Lumerical package, because of its particular functionality and
supportive features.
The fundamental TE mode is launched into the Si waveguide at a certain wavelength (i.e 1550
nm and 3800 nm) Two power monitors record the power transmission data through the waveguide.
The first monitor is adjusted at the entry point of the optical waveguide to collect all transmission
power information before the light is scattered with generated sidewall roughness. The second
one stores these data after 100 µm length. Hence the scattering loss can be obtained in dB per
unit of length.
The calculation of loss using such a method becomes complicated since the problem is nu-
merically very large. A very fine mesh setting is necessary in order to resolve the features on
the 3D waveguide sidewalls. This substantially increases the computational time. In addition the
time-step must be reduced in order to keep within the Courant limit which makes the calculation
time even longer [20]. Although this problem seems to be the major issue to achieve accurate
results, tradeoffs in mesh settings can be applied to obtain reasonably accurate results.
We demonstrate the scattering loss by simulating the propagation of light in optical waveguides
with the isotropic and anisotropic roughness. Our simulation results are compared with other
mathematical models and a number of published results. However, the comparison with reported
results in literature is difficult since there are various physical parameters that affect the losses.
These parameters are mainly related to the cross section of the optical waveguide, the wavelength
of light for given dimensions and also the statistical properties of the sidewall roughness.
Fig. 6. Comparison of scattering loss of Si waveguides with different widths obtained from reference
[21], Payne and Lacey, and our model for a)A SOI waveguide with a 1 µm deposited layer ofSiO2
added on top of the 0.2 µ. b) SOI waveguide with no additional SiO2 layer on top.in both cases Here
Lc is 50 nm and   is 9 nm.
We initially investigate the effect of the reduction in waveguide dimensions on the transmission
loss. We calculated the transmission loss in three optical waveguides with different sidewall
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roughness styles. The SOI waveguides have a 200 nm fixed height and width varying from 400
nm to 4.5 µm.These dimensions provides high aspect ratio guide that can help to compare results
with estimations obtained by Payne and Laceys 2D model [9]. The roughness parameters that
are used are Lc=50nm and  =9 nm. These are the values measured from identical waveguides
in [21].
We consider the waveguide in two different situations. Firstly a deposited 1 µm layer of SiO2
is added on top of the 0.2 µm SOI waveguide for an accurate comparison to the experimental
results obtained in [21].In the other case the additional SiO2 layer is not applied. The effect
of size reduction on propagation loss is shown for both cases in Figure 6a and b respectively.
Here waveguides have anisotropic rough sidewalls with a level of isotropic behavior. The isotropic
statistical components are considered to be 5 times larger than anisotropic statistical component.
Having fully anisotropic sidewall roughness gives identical values to those shown in Figure 6a and
b. However Our other results show that the propagating mode in optical waveguide with completely
isotropic sidewall roughness has higher scattering. The loss is as low as 2 dB/cm for waveguide
width above 2.5 µm, indicating low scattering losses at the core - cladding interface. However,
losses rapidly increase for widths below 2.5 µm and are as high as 44 dB/cm for 300 nm wide
waveguides due to increased interaction between the mode propagating in the waveguide and
the sidewalls. Clearly form the Figure 6 a, this is again in excellent agreement with the results
reported in [21].
We also use the analytical approach by Payne and Lacey and the following expression to obtain
scattering loss [9].
↵ = 4.34
 2p
2K0d4n1
g.f (9)
Here ↵ is the waveguide scattering loss in dB per unit length,   is the RMS deviation, k0 is the
free space wave vector, d and n1 are the waveguide half width and refractive index of Si core,
respectively. Function g is determined purely by the waveguide geometry and f is a function of
correlation length and other various parameters defined by Payne and Lacey [9]. In general the
RMS and correlation length of the sidewall roughness can be extracted from the AFM images.
The calculated scattering loss based on this approach is also shown in Figure 6 a and b. As
can be seen the trend of our simulation results is in an excellent agreement with experimental
measurements obtained by Lee et al. [21] and theatrically estimated by Payne and Lacey. The
validity of this trend is completely retained for uncovered SOI waveguide in figure 6 b and still
stays in a good agreement with Payne and Lacey calculated results. This result shows that when
we have fixed roughness data (RMS and correlation length) and varying geometrical parameter
(width or height), comparable estimations can be obtained using either Payne and lacy [9] or our
approach.
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Loss(dB/cm)- Our Simulations
Work Dimension Correlation RMS(nm) Loss (dB/cm) Isotropic Anisotropic Mixed isotropicnm⇥nm Length(nm) measured and
(W⇥H) anisotropic
Our First model 330⇥220 45±5 5±1 33 36.43 29.84 28.65
(at 1500nm)
Our second 1000⇥500 45±5 5±1 10.2 11.06 10.04 10.53
model
(at 3800nm)
(1550nm) 445⇥650 225 5 2.1±0.6 2.6 1.72 1.79
[16](1550nm) 445⇥220 50 2 3.6±1 5.2 4.5 4.2
[21](1550nm) 500⇥200 50 9 33 47.32 36.3 36.1
[11](1550nm) 800⇥1800 225 5 1.1±1 3.30 2.71 2.34
[11](1550nm) 1000⇥1800 180 9 2.25±0.1 4.2 3.65 3.32
[11](1550nm) 1000⇥1800 160 13.5 6.5±1.5 9.63 8.94 8.16
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM OUR MODEL WITH A NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTAL OR CALCULATED
MODELS. THE FIRST ROW CORRESPONDS TO THE WAVEGUIDE THAT IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 6 WHERE THE DATA IS DIRECTLY
EXTRACTED FROM THE AFM IMAGE AND IMPORTED INTO THE LUMERICAL. THE SECOND ROW IS THE RESULT FOR A
WAVEGUIDE WITH ARBITRARY DIMENSIONS. THE OTHER RESULTS THAT ARE SHOWN HERE, PROVE THE VALIDITY OF OUR
MODEL AS IT MATCHES OTHER REPORTED EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
From Figure 6, the interaction of the mode with the sidewalls is strongly enhanced when the
waveguide cross-section is decreased. Therefore an accurate comparison can only be possible
for optical waveguides with comparable cross-sections (comparable propagation constants) and
geometry. We use two waveguide samples with two different cross section sizes. The first sample
is chosen to be 220 nm by 330 nm in height and width respectively while the second one has 1000
nm width and 500 nm height. These dimensions make the cross section of the optical waveguide
moreidentical to other reported works in the literature that we are referring to. The wavelength is
again fixed at 1550 nm. In table I our scattering loss simulation results, using the three roughness
models, are compared to several published experimental results.
In the second work we simulate a large waveguide shown in Figure 5 in MIR wavelength range
at 3.8 µm where the waveguides operates in single mode. . All other dimensions are ranged
between 300 nm to 650 nm in height and 300 nm to 1000 nm in width. The statistical parameters
(RMS and Lc) are process dependent factors and therefore they vary in a wider range. From table I
it can be seen that the simulation results stay in a very good agreement with experimental reported
data. It is also important to remember that the loss is measured applying different measurement
techniques such as Fabry-Perot or the cut-back.
Our AFM measurements shows that the anisotropic behaviour of the sidewall roughness is
more enhanced compared to its isotropic characteristics. However in all our samples the rms we
measured for anisotropic roughness is at least 7 times larger than measured rms for isotropic
roughness of a single rough sidewall surface. This makes anisotropic behaviour the dominant
component in the mixed case as can be seen in Table I. Furthermore, form the data it seems that
anisotropic roughnesses and the mixed isotropic and anisotropic roughnesses more realistically
represents the form of actual sidewall roughness, as confirmed by direct measurement of the
sidewall roughness.
Based on the data comparison in Table I and the discussion on the relationship between the
waveguide dimension and the loss, we can extend our model to show the dependence of loss on
sidewall roughness parameters for given waveguides. Figure 7 graphically illustrates the scattering
loss dependence on the variation of correlation length when when   is 5 nm. . Here we used a
SOI waveguide that is 220 nm by 330 nm in height and width respectively. This waveguide has
relatively low aspect ratio.
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Fig. 7. Propagation loss against the correlation length of the sidewall roughness Our estimated results
is compared with Payn and Lacey’s model [10] and our experimental result.
Figure 7 shows that our FDTD simulations in comparision with the predicted results obtained
by Payne and Lacey’s model [9]. The simulation results show the validity of our experimental
data. However for this relatively low aspect ratio waveguide the Payne and Lacy estimations does
not appropriately match to our FDTD simulations. As expected from the theory [9], when the
correlation length of the sidewall roughness is longer than the effective wavelength the scattering
loss is reduced. This is because the variation along the direction of propagation is much larger than
the effective wavelength. However, having a very short correlation length causes the waveguide
boundary to change very fast. Therefore the propagating mode cannot determine the details of
the sidewall and consequently the scattering loss is reduced again. The interaction between the
propagating mode and sidewall roughness is maximized when the correlation length is not very
short and very long compared to the effective wavelength.
5. Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated 3 types of 3D sidewall roughness models that are used
to analytically estimate the propagation loss in Si photonic waveguides. The simulation results
are in excellent agreements with previously published data and Payne and Lacey’s analytical
method. The main roughness parameters, correlation length and rms or standard deviation are
extracted from multiple AFM images of several samples. Using the model, the final scattering
loss is calculated and compared for wires with isotropic and anisotropic sidewall roughness. The
good agreement between the results proves the applicability of our model for accurate prediction of
roughness-induced loss using only three main parameters. We have also shown how our numerical
method is valid in different situations such as high and low aspect ratio structures where other
analytical model may decline.It is also possible to implement this model into arbitrary waveguide
shapes such as cylindrical and triangular geometries. andadditional surface roughness can be
also deduced on top surface of the waveguide if it is required.
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